
“We do not inherit the Earth 
from our ancestors, we borrow 
it from our children.”
-Native American Proverb

“Plants and animals are 
systems that run on sunshine, 
dirt, and rain. Humans are an 
overlay network built on these 
systems.”
-Urban Farmer

embodied carbon is often 
20-50% of the whole life energy 
and carbon of a building



Can intensive farming 
increase afforestation?  

YES!

Can intensive farming reduce sprawl? 
YES!

Are greenhouses “exempt” from permitting, Group U 
(unoccupied) or F1(factory)?



Greenhouses



Growth Chambers and Rooms



1% Vertical Farming    
(10% savings)

89% 
Non-Stacked 
Indoor          
(41% savings)

10% 
Supplemental 
Greenhouse      
(29% savings)



Controlled Environment Agriculture (CEA) Incentives and Financing

LED Light with hydronic heat recovery

                       Genetics, Nutrients & Environment                  .    Lighting & HVAC purchase & installation     .

Qualified Farmers + + Energy Efficiency Engineers



Electrical Energy and TDV
Horticultural LEDs produce +20% more photons than HID 
LEDs are an additional ~20% more efficient when actively 

liquid cooled.  Heat recovery and load shifting practices will 
allow NNZE facility development. 

Power costs ~20% less off peak year round under CEC 2019 standard

Power costs rising 3x



Heat Recovery 50% (lighting watts)
Hydronic Heat Transfer 50% (efficiency improvement)
Thermal Energy Storage Opportunity

“No cooling needed during the day, and no heating needed at night”

Water source heat pumps

Lake or river...Tank



Solar Farms

Thermal battery?

PV battery?

Both!



District Heating?
Seasonal storage 475.5 million gallons water



What happens to excess heat in growth rooms? 
Latent heat flux from HID lighting creates humidity in greenhouses and growth rooms.

Reducing evaporation is the most important energy savings measure due to cost of dehumidification in closed system. 



Integrated facility design
● Benchmarking
● Baselines
● Annual energy
● Difficult to model
● Monitoring
● Verification

1. Open greenhouse
2. Closed greenhouse
3. Open indoor
4. Closed indoor

Facility types



Worm farm wastewater and food waste reuse 
can reduce CO2 emissions



Biogas



CCS
Carbon Capture 

and Storage



Carbon Neutral


